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Abstract


This picture book follows the story of Mr. Peanuts, a rather unusual squirrel who enjoys numerous activities that we do not typically associate with squirrels.

He busies himself with cooking on the grill, playing the piano, and reading his favourite books. Despite all of the activities, he feels a sense of loneliness. He writes a letter to Cousin Squirrel to come for a visit. His cousin responds and gladly accepts his invitation. In preparation for his visitor, Mr. Peanuts completes various chores around the house such as vacuuming, laundry, and he even finds time to bake a hazelnut chocolate cake. When Cousin Squirrel arrives, they have a wonderful time together.

This book is filled with beautiful photographs of wild squirrels in miniature photo shoots. Children and adults alike can appreciate the attention to detail in the miniature models, created by the author, and the squirrels who pose in them. At the end of the story, the book provides “Ten tips for photographing wildlife” and a “Q&A with Nancy Rose” that are interesting and informative. Overall, this book is easy to understand and offers a great message to children about sharing and playing well with others.

Recommended: 3 out of 4 stars
Reviewer: Janice Kung
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8,376 likes · 1,808 talking about this. Life for Mr. Peanuts becomes twice as fun when he hangs out with his... See more of The Secret Life of Squirrels - Nancy Rose on Facebook. Log In. or. Create New Account. See more of The Secret Life of Squirrels - Nancy Rose on Facebook. Log In. Forgot account? The latest in Rose’s series snaps her backyard squirrels (and one chipmunk) against school backdrops. The animals will be the big draw for readers: Who could resist two squirrels shopping for school supplies while pushing a tiny grocery cart? Or the pair at the picnic table nibbling peanuts in front of the swings and slide on the playground? (The author’s note will be of particular interest to readers who are curious how Rose captured these photos.) The story that goes with the pics tells of Rosie, a teacher, and her friend Mr. Peanuts as they spend the day before school starts getting ready f Secret Life Of Squirrels 2021 Calendar. We all know squirrels—adorable, ubiquitous, and kind of whimsical in how they scamper busily around us with such an earnest expression in their eyes. Lured by hidden
peanuts, neighborhood squirrels come to investigate and are captured on camera in amusingly humanlike poses. Order Now! The Secret Life of Squirrels. You may think you know what squirrels do all day... but Mr.Peanuts is no ordinary squirrel. Instead of climbing trees, he plays the piano. Nancy Rose brings this back-to-school story to life with her adorable photographs of real wild squirrels in handcrafted, homemade miniature settings. Order Now! Merry Christmas, Squirrels!